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Student Projects
The following is a list of Student Integrated Projects:
2001 Future Military Forces Possibility Study
2001 Project Crossbow
2002 Expeditionary Warfare
2003 Expeditionary Warfare Force Protection
2004 Expeditionary Logistics
2004 Maritime Dominance in Littorals
2005 Maritime Domain Protection
2005 Under Sea Warfare
2006 Joint Fire and Riverine Operations
2007 Spring Port Security and Riverine Sustainment 2012
2007-Fall. Global Fleet Stationing 2012- Slides and Technical Report
2008-Spring Maritime Interdictions in Logistically Barren Environments-slides and Technical Report
2008-Fall Systems Approach to Defeating Maritime Improvised Explosive Devises in U.S. Ports-slides and Technical Report
2009-Spring Systems Approach to Designing a Maritime Phase Zero Force for the Year 2020-slides and Technical Report
2010-Spring An Integrated Command and Control Architecture for Unmanned Systems for 2030-slides and Technical Report
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